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Fears of war zone Jews. Millions here gave $1,200,000 to Aid Soldiers. —$1,000,000 to Carnegie, Onyx London. Jews in America have contributed $1,200,000 to the funds of the Jewish community in Montparnasse, France, and $1,000,000 to the Jews in England. The money will be used to purchase arms and ammunition for the Jews in Montparnasse and London.

Kitchener's 5,000,000 Doubted in Berlin

German Reserves Called Ample to Overcome the Allied Demand. Berlin, Dec. 5 (wireless to Tuck, Berlin, Dec. 5). —Kitchener's 5,000,000 troops have been doubted by the British government. The British government has instructed Kitchener to increase the number of troops to 5,000,000, and to reduce the number of reserves to 1,000,000. The British government has also instructed Kitchener to increase the number of troops to 5,000,000, and to reduce the number of reserves to 1,000,000.

Professor Urges Military Course

Logical Part of College Instruction, Says Hooking of Harvard. Professor Hooking of Harvard, a noted authority on military affairs, has urged the logical part of college instruction to be military. Professor Hooking has said that the logical part of college instruction should be military, and that the logical part of college instruction should be military.

Say Troops Kill 200 in Berlin Food Riot

Paris, Dec. 5 (The Journal). —The Journal reports that the number of people killed in the food riot in Berlin has been increased to 200. The number of people killed in the food riot in Berlin has been increased to 200. The Journal reports that the number of people killed in the food riot in Berlin has been increased to 200.

British to Use Seized Hooking

Government Requisitions Ship Without Waiting, Prize Court Trial. Washington, Dec. 5 (The Journal). —The government has requisitioned a ship without waiting for the Prize Court trial. The government has requisitioned a ship without waiting for the Prize Court trial.

TURKS CAPTURE ALLIES TRENCH

Claim to Have Forced Back Cruiser White in Gallipoli Posts. (The Journal). —The Turks have captured an Allies trench in Gallipoli. The Turks have captured an Allies trench in Gallipoli.